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TSR is currently enjoying a banner year with the success of such releases as Miquel
Brown's LP "Manpower" which included the dance classic of last year, "So Many Men, So Little
Time" and Pamala Stanley's "Coming Out of Hiding" which was Top5 on Billboard's Dance chart
and spawned a video that aired on virtually every cable music outlet including MTV,
The current single by Evelyn Thomas, "High Energy" was recently number 1 on Billboard's
Dance chart and achieved strong poo action in many markets. More importantly, sales are
over 100,000 units and still going strong.
The just-released 12" by Fun Fun, "Color My Love" is receiving strong radio play in Miami
and excellent club reaction.
TSR Records was started 2 1/2 years ago by record promoter, Tom Hayden. In the 8 years
prior to beginning the label his promotion firm, Tom Hayden & Associates, promoted dance hits
for every major record company. In 1982 he felt the time was right to put his contacts and
promotion expertise to use in the formation of TSR Records.
Even though the staff is small, every release has been profitable while also achieving
chart success.
The staff currently includes: Suzanne Hayden who was formerly International manager at
20th Century Records and U.A. Records and West Coast professional manager for United Artists
Music. She currently heads up TSR's publishing companies, Ryan's Songs and Van Gogh's Ear
Music and handles the International activities for the label ; Kurt Logan, Manager of sales
and marketing; Tom Hayden, Preisdent, who handles A&R and Promotion activities for TSR.
Hayden has a no frills approach for the label. He plans to keep the staff and roster
small for as long as possible, continue to purchase finished masters at a fair price and
utilize the staffs of TSR's independent distributors to supplement the label's promotion and
marketing efforts.
Two releases are due for November, Yvonne Wilkins' "Two Wrongs Make It Right" produced
by Mike Piccarillo and Gary Goetzman and "Commando Rock" by C-Jam and Kid Frost which will
be released on the Baja label, a subsidiary of TSR. Both master and sub-publishing rights
are available for all territories. (See Subpublishing Masters & Misc. Deals section for
details.) Publishing administration is being handled by Linda Komorsky International
Music Services (213) 839-8340.
Pamela Stanley is now working on a follow-up to her Top 5 dance hit "Coming Out of Hiding"
and it's slated for release on Mirage Records via a TSR production deal.
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